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A Life of Jesus 1978 translated by richard a schuchert my book called a life of jesus may
cause surprise for american readers when they discover an interpretation of jesus somewhat at
odds with the image they now possess
The Life of Jesus 1933 this important historical book is a scholarly reverent and critical
work based upon a long detailed and profound study of the sources of the gospel story both
christian and non christian written in the full light of the most recent criticism this new
vie de jesus is an illuminating and timely work admirably conceived and executed
A Life of Jesus 1950 in this ninth and final biographical study in the bestselling great lives
from god s word series beloved pastor and bible teacher charles swindoll introduces you to the
carpenter from nazareth as you have never seen him before jesus is without question the most
influential person in history millions of people claim the truths of the religion that bears
his name but who exactly is jesus a popular religious teacher an ancient martyr many today are
still unsure even scholars debate whether the jesus of history is the christ of faith now more
than ever we need a clear understanding of the person and work of the man millions call savior
this fascinating biography filled with biblical and historical insights takes you on an
unforgettable journey through the complex and provocative life of jesus of nazareth along the
way swindoll s trademark warmth and insight offer up life application for the reader drawn
straight from the words and works of jesus swindoll traces jesus life through five distinct
phases his unique birth his astonishing power his controversial teaching his shocking death
his world changing resurrection refreshingly honest and deep this in depth profile reveals
jesus with a never before seen clarity offering practical applications for your own life
whether you re just curious about jesus or a longtime follower of his life and teachings join
swindoll as you experience his life in a brand new light
The Life of Jesus 1879 there was only one man who was so important that his birth caused our
calendar to split in two b c a d there was only one man who despite being tempted did not sin
even once there was only one man who died for your sins and mine and by whom we can have
eternal life that man was jesus christ of nazareth how much do you know about jesus have you
spent much time thinking about how he lived do you know him james stalker carefully goes
through each stage of jesus life and presents in a biographical format what we know about our
lord and savior jesus christ if anyone deserves to have our attention and our interest that
person is jesus he is more than a hero he is a perfect example of how we should live he is the
only one who gives us any real hope at all if we are to take up our cross and follow him we
must understand what that means and must see what that looks like this book will help you to
do just that
Jesus 2009-12-28 laced with lively illustrations biblical references and words the amazing
life of jesus focuses on the three years of jesus ministry the miracles he made and his life
story it explains to readers in detail how jesus coming was predicted and how he impacted
people who knew him readers will also find compelling art works reflecting events and people
from the bible from the nativity to the wedding at cana christ s exploits with the twelve
disciples and so much more it also highlights several religious lessons about entering the
kingdom of heaven and achieving spiritual purity with its compelling narrative and
presentation this release promises to make it easy for readers especially children to
understand and learn the word of god deeply a collection of the holy scriptures accompanied
with vivid iconographic watercolor illustrations tell the story of jesus and show that the
prophesy of the old testament is fulfilled furthermore this book emphasizes how relevant and
essential the messiah s teachings remain to this day this release is a must have for devout
christians and people seeking direction in their lives
The Life of Jesus Christ 2021-07-01 jesus the messiah is a basic non technical introduction to
the life of christ carefully tracing his life and works as evidence of the truth of his claims
and of the firm convictions of the early christians an inspirational study of christ s life
the author prefaces his work by admitting that many deny the possibility of writing a life of
jesus and it must be conceded that no life in the biographical sense can be written it is
impossible to produce a psychological study of jesus his developing awareness of messianic
mission cannot be traced this book presents an account of jesus from the perspective of faith
it sees in his deeds and words evidence of the truth of his claims and of the firm convictions
of the early christians no one who reflects on his life and mission can fail to be affected by
it and in this sense the present study is in the nature of a personal testimony
Jesus Christ: his life and his work 1880 how often have you heard the gospel at sunday mass
and wondered what happens next often our only experience of the gospels is of those isolated
segments taken out of context like unassembled pieces of a jigsaw puzzle rather than the story
of our savior s life the life of jesus christ understanding the story of the gospels aims to
change that experience author russell shaw weaves together the events of matthew mark luke and
john s narratives in chronological order to capture a true and rounded picture of jesus life
the life of jesus christ is the scriptural companion you ve been searching for together the
four gospels reveal jesus christ god incarnate as a man of complexity and depth compassionate
but stern who knew how to laugh and how to cry a charismatic leader uninterested in worldly
power a subtle thinker who drew sublime messages from ordinary life with shaw guiding you you
ll truly get to know the son of god in a new way about the author russell shaw is an author
and journalist who has written more than twenty books for eighteen years he was secretary for
public affairs for the national conference of catholic bishops united states catholic
conference he later oversaw media relations for the knights of columbus for ten years
The Amazing Life of Jesus Christ 2010-03-20 embark on a journey to uncover enigmatic aspects
of history with the unknown life of jesus christ by nicolas notovitch join nicolas notovitch



as he delves into the mysteries surrounding the life of jesus christ shedding light on lesser
known aspects of his story as notovitch explores the unknown years of jesus s life immerse
yourself in the quest for historical truth and spiritual enlightenment follow along as he
uncovers ancient manuscripts and travels to remote regions in search of clues about jesus s
life and teachings but amidst the historical inquiry and spiritual exploration a deeper
narrative emerges the enduring quest for understanding and the timeless significance of jesus
s message prepare to be intrigued by notovitch s revelations and inspired by the profound
implications of his discoveries hook will notovitch s exploration of jesus s unknown life
challenge conventional beliefs and reshape our understanding of history experience the
intrigue and fascination of the unknown life of jesus christ as you journey through its pages
with each revelation you ll gain new insights into the mysteries surrounding jesus s life and
the enduring impact of his teachings join nicolas notovitch in his quest for historical truth
and spiritual enlightenment in the unknown life of jesus christ will you be moved by his
exploration of enigmatic aspects of history and faith discover the hidden truths of jesus s
life in this captivating exploration whether you re a scholar of religion or simply curious
about the mysteries of faith notovitch s work promises to provoke thought and inspire
contemplation are you ready to explore the unknown aspects of jesus s life order your copy of
the unknown life of jesus christ by nicolas notovitch today and embark on a journey of
discovery and enlightenment uncover the mysteries of history and faith purchase your copy now
Jesus the Messiah 1982-01-19 how are you spending your days jesus is the most interesting man
who ever lived he is also the most misunderstood man who ever lived his influence is
unprecedented many people profess to be his followers but how much do you really know about
him whether you have never looked into the life of jesus or have followed him for years days
with jesus can transform your perspective of him forever in a groundbreaking combination of
book and on location videos shot in israel jim jackson takes readers through an immersive
experience like no other read the words of jesus see the place where he said those words
connect with jesus in a new way watch the adventure begin in bethlehem as jesus is born and
placed in a stone feeding trough walk to the jordan river where he is baptized by a locust
eating prophet go to the corner of the temple where jesus is tempted to jump see the place
where jesus cracks a whip and makes the religious leaders seethe with anger hear jesus tell
people to eat his flesh and drink his blood in capernaum observe jesus pardon the adulterous
woman in days with jesus we encounter the life of jesus as told through his best friend john
jesus as the scandalous preacher jesus as the lover of people jesus as the miracle worker
jesus as the hated rabbi there is a lot to learn there is much to behold get to know the man
many know of but don t know much about see more at dayswithjesus com
The Life of Jesus Christ 2021-07-23 the editors of life magazine present life jesus
The Unknown Life of Jesus Christ 2010-01-20 reproduction of the original a layman s life of
jesus by major s h m byers
Days with Jesus Part 1 2012-03 a collection of paintings depicting the life of christ
structured around the prayers of the rosary
LIFE Jesus 2018-12-21 avoiding theological jargon and using language more accessible to the
lay person than that in the bible this book invites readers to discover for themselves what
jesus has done for the world and continues to do in the world the invitation is offered in the
form of daily readings from the four gospel accounts of jesus life and ministry
The Unknown Life of Jesus Christ, 1894 the hidden life of jesus christ a memoir is a
metaphysical novel that speculates on what jesus was doing between the age of 12 when he
appeared in the temple in jerusalem and age 30 when he began his ministry in galilee the novel
was written by bill worth a retired unity minister and a former newspaper editor and publisher
worth believes jesus was born a human being like the rest of us and learned how to perform the
signs and wonders of the new testament by studying with the mystical essenes in israel and
traveling to egypt india and the himalayan mountains where he spent years at the feet of sages
and avatars what he learned there enabled him to create the miracles as related in the new
testament gospels raising the dead healing the blind the sick and the lame and calming storms
from the masters of the far east he learned to access higher physical and spiritual laws so
much so that he was able to raise the vibration of his own body and escape the tomb this novel
features unforgettable characters including mary magdalene the love of jesus life amad the
bandit trader who kidnapped jesus but later became a fast friend john the baptist who
constantly challenged jesus belief system maya amad s feisty mother in law who taught jesus
about the buddha and om the irascible dwarrow who forced him to learn how to access and use
the higher laws and the novel answers these controversial questions did jesus have an intimate
relationship with mary magdalene if so what was the outcome did he really die on the cross or
did he spend his old age in india the central theme of this novel centers on the words of
jesus as recorded by the apostle john in chapter 14 verse 12 of his gospel very truly i tell
you the one who believes in me will also do the works that i do and in fact will do greater
works than these because i am going to the father
Life in Jesus 1862 the life of jesus according to saint luke presents the gospel according to
saint luke helping children to know jesus and his life better and encouraging them to develop
a lifelong friendship with him additional text on each page gives insight into the word of god
and provides fascinating background about the times in which jesus lived among us lavishly
illustrated
A Layman’s Life of Jesus 2020-07-24 jesus christ has walked through the last two thousand
years of history of empires governments political systems and philosophies and has remained as
a dominant challenging yet mysterious presence in the life a portrait of jesus j john and



chris walley achieve an uncommon blend a serious book for popular use and a popular book for
serious reading
The Unknown Life of Jesus Christ 2012 y jesus the tree of life abide in me and i in you as the
branch cannot bear fruit of itself except it abide in the vine no more can ye except ye abide
in me john 15 4 5 i dedicate this book to god almighty my heavenly father all i am and will
ever be is because of the love god has for me god so loved the world that he sacrificed his
only son jesus the tree of life who gave his life can you imagine that there is no greater
love than that jesus being an obedient son surrendered to the will of god the father he was
crucified tortured he suffered for the sins of mankind our souls are not that of our own we
were bought with the blood of jesus the sacrificial lamb of god his death gave us a second
chance to get it right to live a righteous life jesus is our tree of life like the trees which
generate oxygen and bear fruit strong sturdy roots anchored deep beneath the earth a
foundation so sure secure where the birds build their nests amidst the leaves on the branches
high above the ground build your life on a secure foundation that wont crumble when you fall
apart build your house on a rock that rock is jesus christ we are like withering leaves that
dry up once separated from the vines and branches torn from the trees if not anchored in faith
were tossed about blowing everywhere in the storms of life scattered are we for lack of
knowledge forgetting who and what really matters as the leaves from the trees dry up blowing
all over this earth im reminded of just how short life can be if not for the love of jesus who
saved me jesus is the tree of life the source from which i breathe grow how i survive in this
universe i eat not an apple or orange for those are temporary substances that sustain the body
but for a short time i eat the word of god each time i read the holy bible a food to be
absorbed by the mind not the mouth it sustains me for life for it is stored in my heart life
and death is in the hands of jesus christ oh taste how sweet the lord can be when you eat from
the tree of life you shall live forever y jesus the tree of life is yvonne c freemans fourth
book co written by the inspiration of god motivated by his written word hope deferred maketh
the heart sick but when the desire cometh it is a tree of life proverbs 13 12
The Mystical Life of Jesus 2006 fulton j sheen turned his voice and pen to many subjects
during the course of a long and remarkable apostolate but nothing came closer to the core of
his message than bringing the life and saving words of jesus to the problems of modern life
and the modern world in a brief life of christ sheen draws out the meaning of the life of
jesus for our time and shows how christ issues his challenge alike to nations peoples and
individual souls the final chapters on christ s public life and passion death and resurrection
contain tremendous insights and provide material for a lifetime of reflection
The Life of Jesus 2010-02 this scarce antiquarian book is a facsimile reprint of the original
due to its age it may contain imperfections such as marks notations marginalia and flawed
pages because we believe this work is culturally important we have made it available as part
of our commitment for protecting preserving and promoting the world s literature in affordable
high quality modern editions that are true to the original work
The Jesus Story 2000-03-01 four good news gospels describing the life and teaching of jesus of
nazareth are likely to by the most influential works of human history for nearly 2000 years
they are still the most searched the most translated the most quoted the most studied and
perhaps even the most read life of jesus is documented from many sides as no other ancient
personality we have four biographies and many other reports in paradox this variety of
information requires its exploration because the four good news are similar in many respects
they mutually complement each other however sometimes they also contradict and now this book
with a special arrangement of the good news let s you explore them in detail the text
arrangement enables up to three possible ways of reading besides traditional reading of each
of the good news independently it also enables harmonized summarized reading but especially it
allows parallel reading and a mutual very detailed comparison of the four most influential
books of the world read this and you will be better
A Life of Jesus 1987 this is a new release of the original 1890 edition
The Hidden Life of Jesus Christ 2011-09-02 this is a new release of the original 1945 edition
The Life and Times of Jesus the Messiah 1898 this work has been selected by scholars as being
culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work
is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the
united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or
corporate has a copyright on the body of the work scholars believe and we concur that this
work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public
to ensure a quality reading experience this work has been proofread and republished using a
format that seamlessly blends the original graphical elements with text in an easy to read
typeface we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an
important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant
The Life of Jesus According to Saint Luke 2019-03-20 extraordinarily entertaining learned
witty wilson is a gifted novelist and diligent biographer newsday
The Life 2006-11-01 the life of jesus christ is told along with colorful illustrations
Y: Jesus the Tree of Life 2016-10-28 his life is jesus christ his story has affected billions
since his birth no man no god has impacted the history of mankind like he has people have
abandoned their careers families and countries to follow him people have banished his story
from their libraries cultures and governments to eradicate his message people have embraced
his forgiveness compassion and faith to radically transform their lives for the good his life
is based on the four gospels of matthew mark luke and john woven together into one single
account filled with details and events that have been hidden for centuries get ready to enjoy



his life in a totally new perspective
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